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3/18/2019 
 
 
 
 
 

BRINKER INTERNATIONAL 
3000 OLYMPUS BLVD. 

DALLAS, TEXAS   75019 
 

CHILI’S #1608, SPANISH FORK, UTAH 
BID ADDENDUM #2 

Contractors: 
Please incorporate the following changes, additions, alternates, and/or deletions into your base bid for the 
Chili’s Spanish Fork, Utah project. 
 

Alternate #1:  Provide a deduct labor and material price to delete the Terra Mai WD-2 (as called 
out on the finish schedule, Sheet A002) at the designated low walls, and install Karndean Carbo 
WP-318 vinyl strip plank flooring.  The vinyl strip plank flooring shall be installed on the ¾” 
plywood substrate as shown on Detail 7, A501, in lieu of the Terra Mai material.  Add a 1x2 trim 
under the low wall wood top cap at all low walls.  Deduct:__________   
For pricing on the Karndean material contact:  Erin Hellberg with Karndean Design Flooring at 
(215)840-7373.  
      
Alternate #2:  Provide a deduct labor and material price to delete the Terra Mai WD-1 wood 
plank material (as called out on the finish schedule, Sheet A002) at the designated exterior, back 
bar, and dining / kitchen divider wall.  Install Karndean Van Gogh VGW86T, Classic Oak vinyl 
strip plank flooring.  Deduct:__________   
For pricing on the Karndean material call:  Erin Hellberg with Karndean at (215)840-7373. 
 
Alternate #3:   Provide a deduct labor and material price to delete the Terra Mai WD-1 wood 
plank material (as called out on the finish schedule, Sheet A002) at the bar die wall, as well as the 
Berridge MT-2 standing seam metal panels.  Install Karndean Van Gogh VGW86T, Classic Oak 
vinyl strip plank flooring in lieu of the Terra Mai material.  Deduct:__________   
For pricing on the Karndean material call:  Erin Hellberg with Karndean at (215)840-7373. 
 
Alternate #4:  Provide a deduct “material only” price to delete all Type D1 pendant light fixtures 
in the dining and bar areas, and install a Nuvo Lighting #HGK118 Smoked Gray pendant.   
For pricing on both fixtures contact Bridget Mason at Meletio Lighting at (214)352-3900. 
 
Alternate #5: Provide a deduct “material only” price to delete the Type R restroom pendant 
fixtures and install a Type C recessed can fixture.  Deduct__________  
For pricing on both fixtures contact Bridget Mason at Meletio Lighting at (214)352-3900. 
 
Alternate #6:  Provide a deduct “material only” price to delete both restroom mirrors and the 
angle frame assembly around each mirror.  Owner will supply a (1) piece mirror that GC will 
install.  Deduct:__________ 
 
Alternate #7:  Provide a deduct “material only” price to delete both wood / glass restroom doors 
and install a solid red oak door.  Deduct:__________ 
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Addition:  Add a 3’-0” high wainscot of the Karndean Van Gogh Classic Oak vinyl strip plank 
flooring on all (4) walls in the restroom vestibule. Also, add a 3” hot rolled steel chair rail on top of 
a 1x3 wood trim piece (Provided by Custom Stainless or Westwood Millwork)  at the top of the 
wainscot.  Add:__________  
 
Addition:  Add a 3” wide hot rolled steel chair rail on top of a 1x3 wood trim piece (Provided by 
Custom Stainless or Westwood Millwork) at wood paneling on Elevations 7 and 8 on Sheet A401.  
Add:__________   

 
 
END BID ADDENDUM #2 


